How to set up PDFs for commercial printers
Thank you for attending this presentation “setting up PDFs for commercial printers”.
This presentation will focus on using the tools within Adobe InDesign and Adobe Acrobat to ensure that PDFs generated will be fit for
the purposes required. This session is aimed squarely at users of Adobe InDesign who generate PDFs for offset or digital printing, or
supplying advertisements to publishers.
Preparing PDFs from Adobe InDesign is quite simple and is done using the Export PDF dialog box which all InDesign users should be
familiar with, but this session will touch on this dialog box briefly as PDFs are only as good as the native files which created them.

1. Obtain the specifications from the supplier.
PDFs can be set up in many different ways and for many different workflows. It would be ideal to have one PDF export which would
be compatible for any supplier, but this is not the case. Ultimately, it is up to the supplier to detail how PDFs should be prepared for
their purposes, and any worthwhile supplier should have:

•
•

step by step instructions on how to generate PDFs; whether in print or electronic formats; and/or
downloadable joboptions files with their specifications which can be installed into InDesign.

If suppliers request “PDF files” without elaborating, ask to speak to staff within that business who may be able to assist with the correct
specifications. It is not uncommon for sales representatives to say “supply PDFs” without elaborating, so it is important to make sure
that PDFs are supplied to the supplier’s specifications. In some circumstances, suppliers will ask for not only PDFs but packaged native
files as well.

2. Use the built in preflight panel and make sure it is on.
Adobe InDesign ships with a great feature called the Preflight Panel – a feature which behaves like a prepress operator looking over the
artwork, alerting potential problems which may arise. It does a great job… if it’s on… and using a decent profile preset.
The default preflight options in Adobe InDesign are not effective enough to find most common errors. A Belgian organisation called
VIGC do have preflight options which are quite thorough and can be found at: http://www.vigc.org/standard-preflight-profiles/download/
To make sure that an appropriate profile is active whenever a new file is created:
1. Launch Adobe InDesign but don’t open any files.
2. Open the preflight panel by going to the Window/Output/Preflight menu (or double-click it open at the bottom of the screen, just
to the left of the scroll-bars at the bottom).
3. Once the panel is on, make sure the tick-box is checked On. Then, click the flyout button in the top right hand corner of the
preflight panel and select the Preflight Options…
4. A new dialog box will appear. In the top dropdown field which appears, select the preflight profile which you would always like to
have open on any new files.
5. If you want to use that profile on any document which is opened from now on, click the Radio button titled Use Working Profile.
If not, leave this bit alone.

3. Maintain good housekeeping when creating artwork.
A PDF is only as good as the native files which created it, which in summary can be described by the phrase “Garbage in, garbage out”.
It is important to adopt best working practices when creating artwork within InDesign, and much of this presentation will focus on a
dummy file created with deliberate errors to highlight what they are and how easy they are to overlook.

Registration Colour
Layout/design programs have a colour called Registration. It is a special colour which appears on every colour separation when
output. It is not black, nor it is not 100% Cyan 100% Magenta 100% Yellow 100% Black – it will appear on every separation, including
spot colours. Intended for prepress marks (e.g. crop marks, score/perf/fold marks, registration crosshairs) registration colour should
never be used for components of artwork.
If a design requires a “blacker than black” colour, create a “Rich Black” which is 100% Black with a percentage of Cyan, Magenta or
Yellow within it.The print community is split on what this value is composed of, but Hyde Park Press uses 30% Cyan, 30% Magenta, 30%
Yellow and 100% Black and provides consistent and pain-free Rich Blacks.

Bleeds
Bleeds are defined as portions of images which extend beyond the trim area of a page to compensate for misregistration during
finishing. Simply setting the bleed in the document setup only defines a bleed area, it won’t actually make the artwork “magically” bleed
– any art which touches the trim must extend beyond the trim area.
Similarly, any art which appears close to the trim but not touching the trim should be sufficently away from the edge to ensure that the
art is not trimmed off unintentionally due to misregistration during finishing.

Black within InDesign
Be aware that by default, InDesign makes any 100% black type, fill or stroke (created by InDesign only) overprint. Normally acceptable
for type and strokes, it can have unwanted effects on solids and when working with metallic inks. This default can be turned off in
preferences, but is best left on unless specified otherwise by the supplier.

Faux Blacks
These are blacks which rather than being a predefined “Rich Black” mentioned earlier or 100% black, are blacks which appear to be
a random mix of colours, but look black on-screen. Not only can they make a print appear muddy, but if used on type can have an
undesirable appearance thanks to misregistration on press.

Resolution
Chapters can be written on this topic, but unless the specifications say otherwise, 300dpi (at the final placed size) is acceptable for most
raster images and 1200dpi for lineart raster images. Always follow the supplier’s PDF specifications for downsampling and compression,
and for more information go to the address below.
http://livedocs.adobe.com/en_US/Photoshop/10.0/help.html?content=WS4DE92D2D-5A4C-42a8-90E1-FD4E912A9BFD.html

Effects over type
Drop shadows, or effects from the object menu or effects panel which are placed above type can impact how type appears. The
flattener preview should be used whenever these effects are incorporated to avoid or minimise their impact.

Effects which won’t print on spot colours
Many effects in the effects palette (e.g. color burn, soft light, overlay) will work when output for full colour printing but will not work
with spot colour effects. More importantly, this is hard to observe as preflight doesn’t warn about this issue; and it is only visible in
overprint/separations preview.

Thin type
When using fonts with light or ultra-light styles, be conscious of how they will appear over busy backgrounds or when made out of
process colours as any misregistration will make the type either fill in or be unreadable.

Non-printing layers or objects
Be conscious about layers or objects which may be accidentally (or deliberately) set to non-printing, as the results are only visible in
overprint/separations preview.

Ink Limit
Be aware of the ink limit that the supplier has set as a ceiling – it is the maximum amount of ink (represented as a percentage) which
can be applied to a paper before the press will have issues.The ink limit is visible via the separations preview panel under the dropdown
ink limit and can be set manually.

Overprints
Unintentional overprints can have dramatic and catastrophic consequences to artwork. Only set overprints to colours if told to by the
supplier and always use the overprint/separations preview to check for the results of unintentional overprints.

Spot Colours
When setting up artwork for full colour printing, resist the temptation to choose Pantone spot colours but rather make the desired
colour using the sliders in the new colour swatch flyout.While InDesign does have an ink manager which can convert spots to process,
it is intended as a last minute fix rather than a workflow option.
Also be aware that some spot colour characteristics are different to printing in process. For example, metallic and fluoroescent inks are
opaque, which means that unlike process inks which mix to make other colours, opaque inks print over the top of others and behave
more like paint, hiding the colour underneath. Always speak to your supplier when preparing artwork of this nature.

Colours
A good practice is to pay attention to the swatches palette. Any colours which have been used but do not appear in the swatches
palette can be added from the swatches flyout menu, and similarly any colours in the palette which have not been used can be removed.
For print purposes, any colours with RGB breakdowns should be made CMYK.

RGB artwork
Yes, InDesign does support RGB workflow. However, it is best left to operators with years of industry experience with colour matching
and colour profiles. Pictures can be forced to process during the PDF export procedure, but this will change not only raster images
such as photos, but vector graphics such as illustrator files. Having RGB and CMYK images in the same file can result in accidental
colour mis-matches and if adopting a best practice technique, would prefer that print files be generated from CMYK rasters and
vectors originally. There is much debate about this so will say it is possible, but is it best for every situation... not so sure.

Packaging the artwork
If the supplier has insisted on native files in addition to PDF artwork, use the Package feature from the file menu of InDesign. This will
create a copy of the file as well as fonts and links folders with all necessary digital assets for the supplier to prepare the artwork. During
this process, the dialog boxes may present warnings such as missing links or fonts, or RGB images etc, and all of these warning should
be observed and appropriate action taken.

Tidiness
When creating artwork it is possible to generate a wealth of information which is not necessarily used in the artwork, such as

•
•
•
•
•

styles, whether character, paragraph, object, GREP, cell or table styles;
colours;
master pages;
layers;
pasteboard objects.

Do these extra assets need to be there? Will they confuse a supplier if the native file is supplied? Will they confuse artists when opening
the file in a week, month, or year from now?
Are the links and fonts easy to find or scattered over many directories or drives, and will those assets be there in a week, month or a
year’s time? Ideally, if the artwork is packaged once approved by the client, the artwork can be easily archived for later use.

Finishing and embellishments
Always ask the supplier about preparing artwork which may involve folds, varnishes, creases, performations, dies, embosses, foils or the
like. Even an A4 folded to DL is not as simple as preparing an A4 page with even panels, for example we would insist the front and back
panels be 100mm and the fold-in panel be 97mm.

Spellcheck
It is not the responsibility of suppliers to ensure that the content of supplied artwork has correct spelling, punctuation, grammar or
style; or whether the facts, claims or technical details are correct. Prepress operators will check artwork for features which will create
issues either during the imposition to press, or while on press.

Fonts
Ensure that any fonts which are used in a layout are legitimate fonts which can be embedded into the output PDF and that the supplier
can accept them. Some suppliers will refuse PDFs with embedded truetype fonts while others (such as Hyde Park Press) have no issues
at all. Some fonts however cannot be embedded into PDFs due to licensing restrictions.

4. Overprint/Separations preview and Flattener Preview in InDesign.
Many of the issues raised in this presentation can be diagnosed by using these preview panels. Once artwork is created, it is worth
checking the file with these preview panels to determine what the regular preview would not reveal, such as:

•
•
•
•
•

unwanted overprints
registration colour
faux blacks
effects which will not work with spot colours
non-printing layers or objects

5. Overprint/Separations preview in Acrobat.
Adobe Acrobat has a similar panel to InDesign but also allows users to determine:

•
•

artwork which is and is not CMYK (e.g. RGB, LAB, Greyscale, Spot colour)
what the artwork would look like on different paper stocks

So items which may have appeared correctly in Adobe InDesign may not necessarily appear correctly in Adobe Acrobat.

•
•
•
•
•

What to take away from this presentation:
Obtain the specifications from the supplier.
Use the built in preflight panel and make sure it is on.
Maintain good housekeeping when creating artwork.
Overprint/Separations preview and Flattener Preview in InDesign.
Overprint/Separations preview in Acrobat.

How many mistakes did you spot?
This presentation will reveal that this sample file has many deliberate errors which will be uncovered using tools in both InDesign and
Acrobat. At first glance, how many potential issues can you see? Circle the errors and write what they were in the space provided.
potential issues found:

